
Take a huge step forward to the cleaner future and reduce your air pollutions close to zero with Aavi 
purification devices.   Breathing a clean air should be a civil right to everyone on Earth. Why most 
of the people have to breath air pollutions every day still in 21st century?   With Aavi worldwide 
patented ionization technique we can purify over 99,9% of the particles from flue and process gases. 
   AAVI WET SCRUBBER can purify SOx and NOx emissions close to zero. With AAVI SCRUBBER we also
can add heat recovery system into your flue gas and rise your incineration plant energy efficiency.   
Circular economy is already here. Why emit valuable substances into athmosphere when you can 
purify almost everything and regenerate for reuse.

AAVI WET SCRUBBER - SOx and NOx emissions
Air pollution control equipment for flue gases
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Example: Coal-fired Power Plants, Biofuel Plants, Waste Incineration Plants

Steel Industry

Energy Industry Suitable for all flue gases from Incineration Plants.

Other Industries

Suitable for coking, sinter and blast furnace process gases.

Can also be utilized for secondary dust emission control.

Suitable for almost every kind of particles and gases.
Please contact Aavi to get the best solution for your process gas cleaning.

Flue gas properties:
 Temperature < 200 C; static pressure +/- 15 000 Pa; After scrubber temperature is around 50 oC.o
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Aavi scrubber flue gas cleaning process involves a spray tower,

in which a water carried neutralization agent is circullated.
The Scrubber tower normally consist of two modules, stacked

verically. As each module is coupled to its dedicated circulation
pump module, several advantages are provided.

Redundancy: 2 separated pump modules, each module in a 
2 + 1 pump configuration.

Dependability: possibility to change a pump during cleaning
operation.

Load adjustment: possibility to run only 50% of the tower,
meaning only one module, when the flue gas flow is lower.
Meaning less consumed cleaning agent and electric power.

Each tower module consists of segments of channels,
normally in a honeycomb arrangement.

The chemical reactions of sprayed liquid involves 3 phases.
These are, in chronological order:

a) Flue gas meets and mixes with sprayed mist.
b) The captured compounds further react on surfaces of

honeycomb walls.
c) Final reactions take plave in the collection pool below

the modules, bottom of tower.

The flue gas cleaning process is governed by monitoring of
the pH-level. Dual sensors ensure redundancy.

Modularization is possible; utilizing AAVI dry and wet 
purifications in one pipeline.
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There are two types of heat recovery from flue gases: 1) cooling of flue gases; 2) water vapor condencation.
The recovered heat can be utilized example as a district heating prodution. When the recovered heat is
utilized the boiler energy efficiency is rised.
1) The amount of recovered heat depends on flue gas properties (temperature and specific heat capacity) 
before scrubber and the flue gas temperature after scrubber. 
2) The amount of recovered heat depends on the volume of water in flue gas and the flue gas temperatures
before and after scrubber.
Heat pump can also added with Aavi Scrubber to make heat utilization more easy.

Heat Recovery
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